Features

SITE TO OFFICE

Data Buffering
Data is securely collected and
buffered at the site by Scadapro,
then forwarded to the office
server over low bandwidth
communication.
Communication recovery is
performed without operator
intervention and current real-time
data is immediately made
available to the customer upon
recovery of communications.
Secured Communication Network
Communication from the rig site
can be performed over a VPN or
using a web service client. The
client can bypass outgoing firewall
restrictions. Communication from
the site is fully secured through
encryption and password
protection.
Full Control
The operator is provided with full
visiblity of the current state of Site
to Office communications. The site
operator can also switch Site to
Office communications on and
off, determining when real-time
data is made available to
colleagues or customers.

What is Site to Office?
Measuresoft’s Site to Office is a solution for delivering real-time data from
remote sites to your staff and customers around the world. Site to
Office delivers 24/7, real-time visualisation, analysis and interpretation.

Instant Messaging
The off-site user has the option of
performing instant messaging,
voice calls and desktop sharing
with the site operator.

Benefits

Confidentiality
Windows security mechanisms can
be used to nominate which
customer users have access to
data.This protects company
confidentiality and commercially
sensitive data.

Guarantee
Guaranteed real-time and
historical data delivery.
Measuresoft's Site to Office
allows you to monitor trends
directly from the source so you
can work faster and smarter.

Remote Web Browsing
To view data the customers can
use a remote web browser or a
remote desktop client. No
additional software or licences are
required on the customers device.

Decision Making
Receive and share critical data
in real-time. Make realtime collaborative decisions
while delivering a better
performance.

Applications
Applications launched form the
browser run as local applications
on the users taskbar and have the
look and feel of applications
running on the local desktop. The
applications available include the
following:
Configurable monitor HMI which
allows the user to navigate and
view application data.
Channel monitor to view
application real-time data in
tabular format.
Trends to view both real-time and
historical data.
Data export to generate spread
sheet reports of historical data.

Minimum Software
With Measuresoft's Site to
Office Solution, there is no
need to configure firewalls, or
have database software
maintained at the site or in the
customers office.
Safety
Identify potential dangers
before they happen and from a
safe remote location
Security
Security to grant and deny
access to data

Administration
Administrators can specify users
who can access system and set the
GPS location of sites and issue
keys with optional expiry time
containing site information.
A key load facility is available at
site to eliminate need for operator
entry of site information and GPS
location.

Reduced cost
Reduced travel costs and
savings resulting from better
decision making. Minimum
deployment on customer
desktop reduces the cost of
ownership, training and
maintenance.
Accessibility
Accessible from tablets and
mobile phone handsets, as well
as standard computers

Using a web-based interface, Site to Office allows you to collaborate
between remote locations to ensure efficiency and productivity,- while
mitigating hazards, delays and the expense of being on-site.

Mapping
Interactive maps indicating live
jobs and progress status

Providing Remote, Accurate
and Reliable Data Acquisition
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